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Seq2Seq Tasks
 Tasks
 Machine Translation
 Automatic Dialogue
 Question Answering
 Document Summarization
 (Some) Semantic Parsing



Encoder-Decoder models
Encoder-Decoder model (also Seq2Seq) – Take a sequence as 

input and predict a sequence as output
Input and Output may be different lengths
Encoder (RNN) models input, Decoder (RNN) models output

Cho, K., et al. (2014). Learning phrase representations using RNN encoder-decoder for statistical machine translation.

Sutskever, I., Vinyals, O., & Le, Q. V. (2014). Sequence to sequence learning with neural networks. In Advances in 
neural information processing system.



Encoder Decoder
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Cho et al., (2014): connect to every 
state in decoder

Tu         es       un       sorcier …



Attention
 Soft version of alignment

 Represents how important each word in input is to predicting a word in output

 We’ll talk about how much the network “attends” to each word.

 First used in MT, improves BLEU score by 10 pts

Bahdanau, Dzmitry, Kyunghyun Cho, and Yoshua Bengio. (2014) Neural machine translation by jointly learning to align and translate. 



Activity

PRON

Question Answer

What preferredis the weapon of the Jedi A saberlight?

DET PROPNAUX DET ADJ NOUN ADP 1 32
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Attention
Every attention value depends on one word in the source 

and one in the target.

Attention matrix tells us how “important” a source 

word is for each target word (much like alignment).



Transformers



Attention is All You Need 
(Vaswani et al., 2017)
Debut of the Transformer architecture.

The same model used in:
• BERT (Devlin, et al. 2018)
• LISA (Strubell, et al. 2018)
• and others…

Motto paraphrased: No more RNNs, CNNs, just use Attention!



Transformer: Self-Attention



Transformer: Self-Attention Slide from Strubell, et al. (2018).
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Slide from Strubell, et al. (2018).Transformer: (Multi-head) Self-Attention



Slide from Strubell, et al. (2018).Transformer: (Multi-head) Self-Attention
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• Captures Long-distant dependencies!
• Intuitively: learns weighted unlabeled dependencies

Strengths

Weaknesses (addressed in next slides)

• Weak model of word order
• One layer can’t distinguish dependencies
• No locality bias



Positional Encoding
How to turn this into a sequence modal:

Add “positional encoding” as extra input.
Weak representation of position.

Possible Improvement: Unlike RNN and CNN, 
No locality bias.

(pos is position, i is dimension)



Multi-Head Attention
How to distinguish dependencies:

One attention layer can’t distinguish two 
dependencies (subject vs. object).

Use multiple attention layers, hopefully 
one represents subject, one object, etc.



• Encode-Decoder with Transformers 
instead of RNNs

• Large improvement over LSTM 
encoder-decoder. Why?

Transformer Architecture



• Encode-Decoder with Transformers 
instead of RNNs

• Large improvement over LSTM 
encoder-decoder. Why?
• Long-distance relations
• better representation of syntax
• faster to train (when using TPUs)

Transformer Architecture



Replicate, Extend, etc.
Tensorflow

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensor2tensor

Pytorch

https://github.com/jadore801120/attention-is-all-you-need-pytorch

Annotated Code

http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/03/attention.html

Illustrated Explanation

http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/



Transfer Learning: 
ELMo & BERT



Why Transfer Learning
• “Free” increases in accuracy

• For some tasks, data is sparse or expensive (AMR, low resource languages, etc.)

• May capture information that is useful but not present in labelled data.

• Possibly closer to genuine linguistic representations.



Review: Word Embeddings
GloVe is a collection of pretrained (static) word embeddings that can be plugged into your 
models. 

Approximate semantic features: King - Man + Woman = Queen

Trained on millions of sentences

Can be “tuned”: your model can adjust GloVe features to be more useful for your task.

Pennington, J., Socher, R., & Manning, C. (2014). Glove: Global vectors for word representation. In Proceedings of the 
2014 conference on EMNLP.



ELMo: Deep contextualized word representations 
(Peters et al., 2018)
Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo)

Word vector representations that is a function of input sentence.

Based on biLSTM language model.



Motivation

The Broadway play premiers tomorrow.
Let’s play outside.

play, plays, playing, 
multiplayer, Play

polysemy

morphology

Previous embedding models fail to 
address polysemy or orthographic 
variation (morphology).

Idea:
Build pre-trained word embeddings 
that are a function of the input 
sentence.



slide from 
(Peters et al., 2018)



Replicate, Extend, etc.
https://allennlp.org/elmo

Tensorflow

https://github.com/allenai/bilm-tf

Pytorch

https://github.com/allenai/allennlp/blob/master/tutorials/how_to/elmo.md



BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional 
Transformers for Language Understanding 
(Devlin et al., 2018)
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
Transfer learning using transformers and new prediction tasks.



slides from Devlin et al. (2018)
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Experiments
• GLUE: Textual Inference (MNLI, RTE, WNLI), Question Similarity (QQP), Question Answering 
(QNLI), Sentiment Analysis (SST-2), Grammaticality (CoLa), Semantic Similarity (STS-B, MRPC)

• SQuAD (Question Answering)

• Named Entity Recognition

• SWAG (Adverserial Sentence Prediction)



Experiments: GLUE



Replicate, Extend, etc.
Includes 104 languages

Tensorflow

https://github.com/google-research/bert

Pytorch

https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-BERT


